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DISPOSITION: Reversed and remanded with instructions. 
    
CASE SUMMARY  
 
PROCEDURAL POSTURE: Petitioner wife appealed a judgment of the Pierce County Superior 
Court (Washington), which divided the property owned by her and respondent husband. Division 
Two of the Court of Appeals (Washington) affirmed the trial court's distribution of the parties' 
assets and liabilities, finding that there was no improper consideration of fault.  
    
OVERVIEW: The wife obtained a protection order against the husband based on charges of 
domestic violence. The order had a firearm prohibition in it, and, as a result, the husband lost his 
job as a deputy sheriff. The trial court noted the fact that the wife should have been aware of the 
economic consequences of her getting a protective order against the husband, and it awarded the 
husband his entire pension from that job. On appeal, the court held that the trial court's division 
of the parties' property was an abuse of discretion because the trial court improperly considered 
the wife's decision to obtain a protective order as "marital misconduct." The court accordingly 
reversed the decision of the Court of Appeals affirming the trial court and remanded the matter 
for new proceedings. The court stated that a trial court could not hold one spouse's assertion of 
his or her legal right to a protective order against that spouse during the property distribution 
where the order resulted in the loss of employment for the other spouse. The court declined to 
hold, however, that a job loss resulting from a domestic violence allegation or conviction could 
be weighed against the unemployed party.  
    
OUTCOME: The court reversed and remanded for a new trial on the issue of the property 
division, and it instructed the Pierce County Superior Court to assign a new trial judge for the 
rehearing of the case.  
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